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Conceptualizing ecosystem services for sustainable river management
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A conceptual framework is presented for the assessment of the ecosystem services provision.
The extended EPPS (Ecosystem Properties, Potentials and Services) is based on an interpreta-
tion of the widely used DPSIR (Drivers-Pressures-State- Impact-Responses) framework1.

The way an ecosystem affects each hydrologic attribute, and thereby each service, depends
on the ecosystem type, the quality or health of that ecosystem, and how it is spatially related
to other ecosystem and to service users2.
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Reconciling hydroelectric production, uses and wetland protection.
Case study: Dordogne river basin
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Quantity
– Hydropeaking: 300 km of
   affected rivers; on average
   170/year
– Flood: winter and spring
   flood monitoring by the
   system CRUDOR

Location
– 5 regions, 11 departments,
   15,013 municipalities, 150
   cantons and 26 pays
– Surface area: 2,397,190 ha
   (land: 2,393,780 ha;
   aquatic: 3,410 ha)

Quality
– Good quality
– Restoration policy SDAGE
– Water framework directive
   achieved

Timing
Peak flows (09/2013):
– 8 rivers in acceptable situation
– 18 rivers in difficulty to aquatic
   life 
– 6 rivers in risk situation
   achieved a minimum
   biological flow 
– 5 rivers dried up 

Hydrologic attributes of the Dordogne basin

Source: adapted from EPIDOR.

Here are some hydrologic services indicators:
1. Diverted Water Supply

• Population: 1 100 000 hab., density: 46 hab/km2

• Agriculture: Potential injury 15 M€ per 10 years
2. In-Situ Water Supply

• Hydropower: 30 large plants and 200 small hydroelectric structures; 90% national hydroelectricity; 12%
national electricity; hydroelectric coverage for 575 000 hab

• Fish and recreation: market estimated to 30 M€; canoe loss by hydropeaking par year 600 K€, 4 000 ca-
noes pass the Castelnaud bridge in summer; 5 000 fly fishermen per year

3. Water Damage Mitigation
• Total cost of hydropeaking challenge agremment implementation (2004): 112 K€
• Total energy cost of demodulation hydropeaking par year: removal 100 GWh

4. Spiritual and Aesthetic: natural heritage
5. Supporting

• 20 species disturbed by hydropeaking
• Alteration of spawning sites by hydropeaking convention from 6.4% to 0.7%
• 42% wetlands altered

Management hydropeaking is a controversial subject, each stakeholder in the basin has an opinion that
varies depending on the territory scale and the coalition in which he operates. The dam’s governance
depends on the involvement and participation of all stakeholders in a phenomenon (hydropeaking). A
unique river management scenario cannot please everyone.

Hydropeaking management and hydrologic services

Source: EPIDOR, ESAWADI project.

The identification and characterization of users and services enable us to analyze ecosystem services in the
Dordogne basin by GIS mapping. The monetary values of the ecosystem services are estimated using the
transfers of benefits. Today, especially in the context of the renewal of dam concessions, the valuation of
ecosystem services could be used to create a fund for the preservation of natural resources.

Conclusion
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